Abstract. We introduce G-fusions of local pointed groups on a block extension A D bOG, where H is a normal subgroup of the finite group G, G D G=H , and b is a G-invariant block of OH . We show that certain Clifford extensions associated to these pointed groups are invariant under group graded basic Morita equivalences.
Introduction
Pointed groups, organized as a category, have been introduced by Lluís Puig [11] and [13] as a useful tool in modular representation theory. Puig also associated to a local pointed group on a block algebra certain k -groups, or twisted group algebras.
The aim of this paper is to extend these constructions to the case of blocks of normal subgroups, by identifying pointed groups with (isomorphism classes of) certain indecomposable group graded bimodules (in a way similar to [9, Appendix]) or indecomposable projective modules, and obtain the k -groups as Clifford extensions associated to these objects. Note that we will only deal with automorphisms of p-groups, and fusions will be regarded as stabilizers of modules under a suitable action. In the end, we prove that these Clifford extensions are preserved by the group graded basic Morita equivalences introduced in [2] .
Let us briefly present our setting, which is the same as in [2] and [3] . For any unexplained notions and results we refer to [17] , [15] and [10] . Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring with residue field k of characteristic p > 0, k is not assumed to be algebraically closed. Let H be a normal subgroup of a finite group G, let G WD G=H , and we denote by g D gH an element in G, where g 2 G.
Let b be a G-invariant block of OH (as a p-permutation G-algebra); so b remains a primitive idempotent in the G-fixed subalgebra .OH / G . Then A WD OGb is a G-graded OG-interior algebra (that is, the structural map OG ! A is a homomorphism of G-graded algebras) with identity component B WD OH b. For any subgroup L of G, the group algebra OL is regarded as a G-graded subalgebra of OG in an obvious way, through the isomorphism L D LH=H ' L=L \ H . Let P Ä G ¹bº be a local pointed group on B and let i 2 be a primitive idempotent of B P . Then B P i is an indecomposable projective B P -module, while Ai is an indecomposable G-graded .A; OP /-bimodule. Note that iAi is a G-graded subalgebra of A, with endomorphism algebra End A .Ai/ op ' iAi as G-graded OP -interior algebras. Then one gets a Clifford theoretical context by viewing P as a normal subgroup in its normalizer N G .P / or in the semidirect product P Ì Aut.P /. Our main objects of study are the stabilizers of the isomorphism classes of B P i , respectively Ai , and the associated residual Clifford extensions.
We should mention that block extensions are the focus of [8] without considering group gradings, but introducing so called S -permutation groups instead (see [8, Paragraphs 1.6 and 2.4] ). Fusion systems on B are discussed in [1, Part IV] , in [7, Section 3] , in [15, Section 8] and in [18] , but here we bring in the analysis of the grading.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the needed facts on group gradings on modules and bimodules, and on Clifford extensions. In the third section we introduce the group Aut G .P / of G-automorphisms of P , and its subgroup F G A .P / of .A; G/-fusions of P (where A is, more generally, a G-graded G-interior algebra), which is defined as the stabilizer of the G-graded .A; OP /-bimodule Ai under a natural action of Aut G .P /. When G is trivial, our definition is equivalent to [13, Definition 2.5] .
In Section 4 we discuss automorphisms of P determined by G-conjugation, leading to the group E G G .P / of .G; G/-fusions of P . We show that in the case of block extensions, the group of .A; G/-fusions is isomorphic to the group of .G; G/-fusions.
Next, we consider residual Clifford extensions of indecomposable modules associated with P , and we generalize to the case of block extensions the results of [13, Section 6] . There are two distinct constructions, as mentioned above, and we show in Section 5 that they are isomorphic. The next two sections are devoted to the study of the behavior of these Clifford extensions under several important operations: the extended Brauer construction of [3] , embeddings of P -algebras, and tensor products of G-graded algebras.
We state here the main result of the paper, which, as we explain in Paragraph 8.1, is a generalization of [2, Theorem 6.4] and of the main result of [16] , and is concerned with local equivalences induced by group graded basic Morita equivalences. First, we recall the recently introduced definition of G-graded basic Morita equivalence. 
Let P be a defect pointed group of G ¹bº and let P In this situation, by [2, Theorem 3.10], M has a vertex R P Ä K, and the projections G G 0 ! G and G G 0 ! G 0 restrict to the projections R P ! P and R P ! P 0 . If, in addition, one of these two last projections is an isomorphism, then
and we say that there is a basic G-graded Morita equivalence between the block extensions A and A 0 .
The main result of this paper is Theorem 1.2 below, which will be proved in Section 8. We assume that the OK-module M induces a basic G-graded Morita equivalence between A and A 0 , as in Definition 1.1. Let R P Ä K be a vertex of M , and let R N be an O R P -source module of M . Consider the O R P -interior algebra
Then our assumptions, together with the isomorphism given in (1.1), determine the P ' R P -interior algebra embedding
Let Q be a subgroup of P and let Q 0 be the subgroup of P 0 corresponding to Q via the isomorphism (1.1). Since S is a Dade p-algebra, and Q ' Q 0 ' R Q Ä R P , by applying the Brauer construction to the embedding (1.2), we obtain the following N P .Q/-algebra embedding:
If Q ı is a local pointed group included in P , then the embedding (1.3) provides a unique local point ı 0 corresponding to ı such that Q 0 ı 0 corresponds to Q ı and Q 0 ı 0 Ä P 0 . In general, the above construction yields a bijective correspondence between all the local points included in P and those included in P 
With the above notation, if A is basic G-graded Morita equivalent to A 0 , then:
(1) There is a group isomorphism
Finally, the last result of this paper is Corollary 8.2, which says that the residual Clifford extensions (or k -groups in Puig's terminology) associated to local pointed groups, are preserved by G-graded basic Morita equivalences. This is a consequence of Theorem 1.2 and of our treatment of these Clifford extensions as group graded endomorphism algebras in Sections 5 and 6.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall some results from Clifford theory in the language of group graded algebra, as introduced by E. C. Dade in [5] and [6] . As in the introduction, let G be a finite group, H a normal subgroup of G, and let G D G=H . It is often more flexible to consider a group epimorphism
be a G-graded .A; A 0 /-bimodule. Then M 1 is a WD .A˝A 0 op /-module, and if both A and A 0 are strongly graded, then we have a natural isomorphism
Consider also the G-graded algebra A y , where
Then it is clear that M.y/ is a G-graded .A; A 0 y /-bimodule. Let ' be the automorphism of A 0 given by conjugation with an invertible ele-
Moreover, if we define M ' as left A-module, with the right A 0 -module structure given by m a
2.3.
Assume that A is a crossed product between B WD A 1 and G. This means that the group hU.
Let V be an A 1 -module and define g V WD V as a set, with the B-module structure given by
for any v 2 V and a 1 2 B. It is easy to verify the existence of an B-module isomorphism
This A 1 -module is called the g-conjugate of V , and
2.4. Let A and V be as before; consider the G-graded A-module M D A˝B V . Then the endomorphism algebra A 0 WD End A .M / op is a G-graded algebra with homogeneous g-component for g 2 G given by 
2.5.
Assume, in addition, that V is a G-invariant simple B-module, and let
be a projective cover of V . Then P V is a G-invariant B-module, and ann B .V / is a G-invariant ideal of B. Moreover, we have the isomorphisms
of G-graded algebras, so in particular, the Clifford extension of V is isomorphic to the residual Clifford extension of P .
2.6.
We will often use the construction of a G-graded crossed product (generalized skew group algebra) from [15, Section 9] . Assume that B is an H -interior G-algebra, that is, we have a map OH ! B of G-algebras. Let A D B˝O H OG, and define the multiplication by
We get that A is a G-graded G-interior algebra, which will be denoted A D B G.
In fact, any G-graded G-interior algebra is obtained in this way. As a variation, assume that K is another normal subgroup of G such that B is K-trivial, by which we mean that K acts trivially on B, and the restriction K \ H ! B is also trivial. Then B becomes a KH=K-interior G=K-algebra, so denoting e G D G=KH , we may construct the e G-graded G-interior algebra
We may compare the Clifford extensions of the simple B-module V which occur in this setting. If
denotes the stabilizer of V in G, then clearly, the stabilizer of V in G is I D I =H , while the stabilizer of V in e G is e I D I =KH . Moreover, since V extends trivially to A K D B K, where G D KH=H , it is not difficult to see that there is a map of e I -graded algebras from End A .A˝B V / to End e A . e A˝B V /, so the Clifford extension of V with respect to A is obtained from the Clifford extension of V with respect to e A by inflation from e I to I .
Group graded A-fusion groups
In this section A is a G-graded G-interior algebra, with identity component B WD A 1 , which is an H -interior G-algebra.
3.1.
Let be a point of B P , where P is any subgroup of G, and let i 2 be a primitive idempotent. We will regard the pointed group P as the isomorphism class of the G-graded .A; OP /-bimodule summand Ai of A, which is essentially the point of view in [9, Appendix] . Then its endomorphism algebra End A .Ai / op ' iAi is G-graded, P -interior subalgebra of A. We will assume that the structural map P ! .iAi/ is injective.
Our Definition 3.3 below of fusions is more general than that of [15, Section 8] , and it is equivalent, when G is trivial, to [14, Definition 2.5], but for simplicity, we will only consider automorphisms of P , and not fusions between two pointed groups. Moreover, it is also an improvement of [2, Definition 6.4], where a still smaller automorphism group of P is considered.
Clearly, Aut G .P / is a subgroup of Aut.P / G. In particular, .'; g/ 2 Aut G .P / implies g 2 N G .P /. Moreover, Int G .P / is a normal subgroup of Aut G .P /, and there is a group homomorphism
We denote Aut G .P /=Int G .P / by Out G .P /, which will be called the group of exterior G-automorphisms of P . 
of Aut G .P /.
(b) The group of exterior .A; G/-fusions of P is the subgroup
of Out G .P /.
Remark 3.4.
There is an action of Aut G .P / on the set of isomorphism classes of G-graded .A; OP /-bimodules given by
where .'; g/ 2 Aut G .P / and M is a representative of an isomorphism class of G-graded .A; OP /-bimodules. With this notation we obtain
The next result is a graded variant of [14, Corollary 2.13].
Proposition 3.5. Assume that the structural group homomorphism P ! .iAi/ is injective. There is a homomorphism
of finite groups which induces the isomorphismŝ
Proof. It is easy to verify that F 
Since f is an isomorphism of G-graded bimodules, we obtain that a is a homogeneous unit, that is, a 2 A \ A g for some g 2 G. We show that ai D ia by using the well-known isomorphisms 
Next, we verify that
hence we have Ai ' .Ai / ' a as G-graded .A; OP /-bimodules and ' a .u/ D u for any u 2 P . The same argument as for surjectivity assures us that a 2 .iBi/ . The reverse inclusion is straightforward.
G -fusion and A-fusion in the group algebra case
Let, as in Section 1, A D OGb and B D OH b. We regard B as an H -interior G-algebra and let P Ä G ¹bº be a local pointed group on B, where P is a p-subgroup of G.
(b) The group of exterior .G; G/-fusions of P is
The next result is a graded variant of [11, Theorem 3.1].
Proposition 4.2. With the above notation the following group isomorphisms hold:
Proof. The second isomorphism is true because in this case, iAi satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 3.5 applied to our algebras. Let g 2 N G .P /. Then we have gig 1 2 , hence there is a 1 2 .B P / such that g i D a 1 i . It follows that
Next, we define
which is well defined since ia 1 1 g 2 N hU.iAi/ .P i/. It is easy to verify that ‚ is a homomorphism and that Ker ‚ D C H .P /. (Note that this does not require the assumption that A is a block extension; it holds for any G-graded G-interior algebra A as in Paragraph 3.1.)
To show that ‚ is surjective, consider the elements
By Proposition 3.5 we have .' a g ; g/ 2 F as G-graded .A; OP /-bimodules. It follows that
as G-graded .OP; OP /-bimodules. Moreover, since Br P .i/ ¤ 0 and A has a direct summand isomorphic to OP , it follows that iAi has a direct summand isomorphic to OP as .OP; OP /-bimodules, hence iAi has a direct summand isomorphic to
where Y is a subset of OEP n G=P with OEN G .P /=P C H .P / Y . Since the elements from Y n OEN G .P /=P C H .P / are not in N G .P /, arguing by contradiction, we get
An isomorphism of Clifford extensions
As in the previous section, let A D OGb and B D OH b; let b be a G-invariant block of B, let P Ä G ¹bº be a local pointed group on B, and let i 2 . By Puig [13, Section 6] , there are two k -groups (twisted group algebras) associated with P . We pursue our module theoretic point of view and we associate to P two group graded endomorphism algebras, which turn out to be isomorphic in the group algebra case. These crossed product algebras do not yield k -groups in general, because we do not assume that k is algebraically closed.
5.1.
We begin by setting our notation:
A .P / ' N hU.iAi/ .P i /=P C .iBi/ .P i/: By Proposition 4.2 we know that there exist isomorphisms E ' F and e E ' e F .
5.2.
Since B P is a C H .P /-interior N G .P /-algebra, we may consider, as in Paragraph 2.6, the E-graded crossed product B P E. We also denote
which is an E-graded crossed product, because B P i is an E-invariant B P -module.
5.3.
Since OP is an F -algebra, we may consider, as in Paragraph 2.6, the F -graded crossed product C WD OP F;
which we view as an F -interior F -graded algebra. We obtain the F -graded algebra
(The notation means that an element f 2 F preserves G-gradings, that is, it satisfies f .Ai g / Â Ai g for all g 2 G.)
The next result generalizes [13, Proposition 6.12] , and also [18, 2.5] , where the case P Â H was considered. Proof. We have E 1 ' F 1 , since
Let g 2 E, where g 2 N G .P /, and let ' 2 F be the correspondent of g through the isomorphism E ' F , so ' is the conjugation by i a 1 1 g, according to the proof of Proposition 4.2. We have the isomorphisms
where the last isomorphism follows from Definition 3.3. We also have
note that here, as in Paragraph 2.3,
as left B P -modules, with the multiplication given by
It is easy to check that
is a homomorphism of G-graded left A-modules and that ‰ is an E ' F -graded homomorphism. We verify that ‰.f / is a homomorphism of right OP -modules. Indeed, for any u 2 P and a 2 Ai , we have
It is enough to prove that uf .i/ D f .i/'.u/:
Here we regard g .Ai / as an .A; OP /-bimodule, with scalar multiplication given by a a 0 u WD g a a 0 u; while g .B P i/ is a right OP -submodule of g .Ai/. We know that f .i/ is an element of g .B P i/, but f .i/ can be viewed in g .Ai/, and here it is fixed by
and it follows that
But g corresponds to ' in the isomorphism E ' F , so g is chosen such that we have '.u/ D g u; this concludes the proof.
Remark 5.5. Under the more general assumptions of Paragraph 3.1, the map ‰ is an injective homomorphism, inducing an isomorphism of E-graded algebras between E and F E D L 2E F .
5.6.
We now pass to the residual Clifford extensions of the indecomposable module B P i and of the indecomposable G-graded .A; OP /-bimodule Ai. Consider the E-graded k-algebra
where V is the unique simple module over the simple quotient B.P / of B P associated with the point . Consider also the F -graded k-algebra
Corollary 5.7. There is an isomorphism of E ' F -graded k-algebras Proof. We have the isomorphisms
so by Paragraph 2.5 we obtain
The statement now follows immediately by Proposition 5.4.
Remark 5.8. Observe that the C H .P /-interior N G .P / algebra B.P / is actually P -trivial, so as in Paragraph 2.6, we may construct an e E-graded endomorphism algebra e E, whose inflation is E. Similarly, we have that the C .iBi/ .P i/-interior N hU.iAi/ .P i/-algebra iB P i=J.iB P i/ is P -trivial, and so we have an e F -graded crossed product e F , whose inflation is F .
Local Clifford extensions
The employment of the Brauer construction gives yet another Clifford extension. We keep the notation and assumptions of the previous section.
6.1. The Brauer map Br P W B P ! B.P / is a homomorphism of C H .P /-interior N G .P /-algebras, and it induces the isomorphism B.P / WD B P =m ! B.P /=m Br P . / of C H .P /-interior N G .P /-algebras. Thus we obtain the commutative diagram
The point Br P . / belongs to the uniquely determined block b of B.P /. Note that in our group algebra case we have
Let m be the ideal m Br P . / \ B.P /b , which is an E-invariant ideal of B.P /b . The simple module V can also be viewed as a simple B.P /b =m -module through the isomorphism B.P / ' B.P /b =m :
Consider the E-graded k-algebra
Proposition 6.2. With the above notation, there is an isomorphism
Proof. We clearly have the isomorphisms
of E-graded algebras; it follows that the E-graded endomorphism of k-algebras associated to V are isomorphic.
Embeddings and tensor products
Our constructions behave well with respect to embeddings and tensor products of P -algebras. We record these properties in this section, leaving the proofs to the reader.
7.1.
Let A be as in Paragraph 3.1, and let A 0 ! A be an embedding of G-graded P -algebras. We may assume that A 0 D eAe, where e 2 B P is an idempotent such that ei D ie D i . Then, since the map .eBe/ ! B sending a to a C .1 e/ is a group homomorphism, the primitive idempotent i 2 B P determines a point
With this notation, [13, Proposition 6.15, Proposition 6.18] generalize as follows.
Proposition 7.2. The embedding A 0 ! A of G-graded P -algebras induces the group isomorphisms E ' E 0 and F ' F 0 and the commutative diagram
7.3.
The following setting will also be employed in Section 8. Let ! W G ! G and
so OG 00 is the diagonal subalgebra of the G G-graded algebra OG˝OG 0 (see Paragraph 2.1). Let b 2 .OH / G and b 0 2 .OH 0 / G 0 be G-invariant blocks of OH and OH 0 , respectively. As in the previous sections, let A D OGb and B D OH b, and we also denote A 0 WD OG 0 b 0 and B 0 WD OH 0 b 0 . Let
be the diagonal subalgebra of A˝A 0 .
7.4.
We assume that the p-group P is a common subgroup of G and G 0 such that !.P / D ! 0 .P / in G. Let P and P 0 be local pointed groups on B and B 0 , respectively. Let 00 D 0 be the unique local point of P on B˝B 0 such that Br P . /˝Br P . 0 / Â Br P .
0 / (see [12, Proposition 5.6] ), and the group graded algebras E 0 , F 0 and E 0 .P / as in Paragraphs 5.6 and 6.1. We do the same for A 00 and P 00 . Proposition 7.5. Let K WD F \ F 0 . Then K Â F 00 , and there is an there is an isomorphism of K-graded algebras between F 00 K and the diagonal subalgebra of F K˝F 0 K , compatible with the isomorphisms given by Proposition 5.4 and Proposition 6.2, that is, we have the commutative diagram
of isomorphisms of K-graded k-algebras.
Graded basic Morita equivalences and the invariance of E
In this section we consider basic Morita equivalences between block extensions, as discussed in [2] and Section 1, and we give a proof of the main result of the paper, Theorem 1.2.
8.1.
We use the properties of the extended Brauer quotient N K B .Q/ for H -interior G-algebras (see [4] ) and N K A .Q/ for G-graded H -interior G-algebras (see [3] ), where, in both cases, K is a suitable subgroup of Aut G .Q/. Recall that, in particular, N 
Consider the block b ı of kC H .Q/ determined by ı. One can easily see that
where it is still a primitive idempotent. The same holds for the block
By the Mackey decomposition we have
so the defect group T ofˇlies in P x , for some x 2 G. Hence, by replacing each P and Q ı by a G-conjugate such that we still have Q ı Ä P ; we may assume that T Ä P , and in fact, more precisely, that T Ä N P .Q ı /. The local pointed group P forces the existence of a local point Â .OH / N P .Q ı / with the property The inclusion Q Ä N P .Q ı / Ä N G .Q ı / shows that we may find, if necessary, some G-conjugate of Q ı satisfying
since ı determinesˇ. Now, the defect group T ofˇsatisfies T Ä N P .Q ı /. The local point determines a local point of T on OH with T Ä N P .Q ı / . The maximality of T forces the equality T D N P .Q ı / . With the help of the commutative diagram
one can easily check that T Br Q . / is a defect pointed group of
; whereˇ0 is the unique point determined by ı 0 . Further, since P ' P 0 , we have whose identity component is the embedding (1.2), and it restricts to
We obtain the commutative diagram 
which implies that .1˝ 0 /f . 0 / ¤ 0. The algebra homomorphism
sending a to 1˝a maps the point 0 to 1˝ 0 ; which is an .S˝.OH 0 / 0 / -conjugacy class of a idempotent that is not primitive in general. We obtain the equalities 
